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Arrival in Barcelona (Spain) 
 
Barcelona, Wednesday 21 October - Tuesday 20 October at around 20:15 Yvan Griboval cast 
the mooring of the AMAALA EXPLORER maxi-catamaran to Theresa Zabell, President of the 
Fundación Ecomar, who was waiting for the crew on the quay of the Fundació Navegació 
Oceànica Barcelona (FNOB) where the OceanoScientific Mediterranean Contaminants 
Expedition 2020 stopped for a series of conferences and workshops, especially with 
schoolchildren, on the theme of Ocean preservation. 
 
For twenty-one years, Theresa Zabell, the most successful woman in Olympic sailing with two 
successive gold medals in the 470 category, but also five titles as World champion in the 
discipline, then as a member of the European Parliament, as well as vice-chair of the Spanish 
Olympic Committee, has been developing the Fundación Ecomar. The Foundation incites young 
people to practice sailing and the Spanish public in general to help preserve the Ocean, in 
particular by reducing sources of plastic pollution. It is one of the oldest NGOs in Europe in this 
capacity. 
 
For its part, the FNOB gets public and private partners to take action in order to help Spanish 
offshore sailors to practice ocean racing while respecting the environment, by favouring any 
initiative that allows their sailing schedules to provide oceanographers with valuable information, in 
the wake of the OceanoScientific Programme that was conceived in 2006 by Yvan Griboval and 
whose first prototype (the OSC System) was stated to be operational just eleven years ago, on 14 
October 2019 in Caen (France). The FNOB is also an organiser of international events, such as 
the Barcelona World Race sailing around the world double-handed non-stop on IMOCA 60 
monohulls, those of the Vendée Globe. 
 
"The Mediterranean continues to be so different," Yvan Griboval explained to Theresa Zabell on 
Tuesday evening. "We sailed from Porto Cervo under engine power and didn't find the wind until 
twenty-one hours later. As our router, Christian Dumard, had told us, the southerly wind gradually 
started to blow and the AMAALA EXPLORER maxi-catamaran glided smoothly but at high speed 
with a crosswind heading for Catalonia. It would be difficult to have better conditions!" 
 
"It was ideal for making several stops and taking seawater samples," reported Linn Sekund, 
Marine Biologist for Team OceanoScientific. "Each time, we also collect the Temperature and 
Salinity data, exactly at the same depth of about two meters where the seawater samples are 
taken. The purpose of these samples is to determine the presence and density of organic 
contaminants, including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), 
and tributyltins (TBT). They have been released into Nature as a result of human urban, 
agricultural and industrial activities. These compounds have a high capacity for bio-accumulation 
and a tendency to bio-magnify in the food chain." 
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"Once the phytoplankton and the plankton have been poisoned, the entire food chain is affected 
and we find these poisons on our dishes, especially when tasting predators that live for several 
decades such as tuna or salmon, which have been poisoned in this way all their lives," explained 
the young Swedish scientist who is also coordinator of the Fabienne Gaillard Scientific Committee 
of the OceanoScientific associations (France & Monaco). 
 
Once these two days of conferences and workshops organised by Theresa Zabell and Carlos 
Clastre are over, the crew of the AMAALA EXPLORER maxi-catamaran will have to play hide and 
seek with, on the one hand a strong gale of joint Tramontana and Mistral winds and, on the other 
hand, with one of those unpleasant easterly blows which disrupts the peaceful life of the Port of 
Monaco and more particularly that of the Marina of the Yacht Club de Monaco where this 
legendary sailboat is due to arrive on Thursday, 29 October at 11:00, marking the end of this short 
OceanoScientific Expedition. 
 
"As often, we shall rely on the detailed analyses of Christian Dumard to know when to leave port 
for our next destination, La Seyne-sur-Mer in this case," said Yvan Griboval. "The only downside is 
that while the weather forecasts, especially those of our partner Météo-France, are reliable in the 
English Channel and the Atlantic, as well as on the high seas, in the Mediterranean, local 
phenomena disrupt the come and go of depressions and highs to complicate the life of seafarers. 
But we have a rig that has seen worse and our crew is in a position to cope with these whims of 
the Big Blue."  
 
 
 
CREW: Yvan Griboval (Expedition Director / France) - Maciej Piejko (Boat Captain / Watch 
Captain / Poland) - Pascal Brouin (Watch Captain / France) - Maxime Dreno (Second in 
command to Yvan Griboval / Helmsman / France) - Frédéric Dahirel (Second in command to 
Maciej Piejko / Helmsman / France) - Linn Sekund (Scientist / Sweden) - Xavier Ciurana Llorens 
(Crewmate / Spain) - Marc Archer (AMAALA Director of sports / New Zealand).  
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